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Abstract

Since 2011,  the Kingdom of Bahrain has experienced an increase in terrorism and episodes of 
organised political violence. These have been conducted by a small, efficient, collection of Iran-
backed groups including: Saraya Al Ashtar, the Youth of 14 February and Hezbollah. While such 
activities  have  been  limited  and,  to  a  large  extent,  overcome  by  the  country’s  police  and 
counterterrorism agencies, it is important to note that: 1. the violence is aimed at eroding national 
cohesion by targeting the national economy and leadership, 2. problems facing Bahrain are being 
exploited by the international media which itself adds to the economic costs facing Bahrain. This 
work  maintains  that  Iran-backed  terrorism is  inflicting  economic  damage  on  Bahrain  with  the 
overall  objective  of  undermining  the  welfare  of  the  country  by  attempting  to  reduce  foreign 
investment and tourism while adding additional security costs to the national budget.

Keywords: Bahrain, economics, economic warfare, terrorism, Iran, Hezbollah, Saraya Al Ashtar, 

Arab Gulf, United Kingdom, United States, costs of political violence

Introduction

The  story  of  the  2011  Arab  uprisings  is  well  documented  but  Bahrain’s  place  in  the  region’s 

upheaval remains deeply misunderstood. Bahrain is not a failing state and neither is it experiencing 

a surge in popular resistance against its rulers. Instead, the story of Bahrain is one of a country 

facing decades of interference stemming from the revolutionary ideals of an aggressive neighbour

—the Islamic Republic of Iran. The role Tehran plays in supporting nefarious terrorist groups in 

Bahrain is well evidenced.  Iran’s subsequent actions to destabilise the region means this issue has 1

 For contemporary readings into Tehran-backed terrorist groups operating in Bahrain see: Michael Knights and 1

Matthew Levitt (2018), ‘The Evolution of Shia Insurgency in Bahrain,’ CTC Sentinel, 11:1, pp. 18-25 and Mitchell 
Belfer and Khalid Alshaikh (2019), ‘Iran’s Clandestine War on the Kingdom of Bahrain: Saraya Al Ashtar and the 
Military Wing of Hezbollah Bahrain,’ Dirisat, no. 40, available at: <http://www.kfcris.com/pdf/
dad3e196e1ad35094d004efd22f957c45c457eef5a5a9.pdf>.
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not gone away and Bahrain has faced continuing unrest by group’s deploying violence.2 Since 2011, 

the country has witnessed dozens of concentrated, violent demonstrations and a spate of bombing 

attacks that have caused death, injury and the destruction of public and private property. Taking a 

sample of acts of terrorism in 2017 (the last year complete information is available for), some 21 

attacks took place against Bahrain. The most telling of these included:

1. 01 January—prison break in Jau, coordinated by the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corp and
executed by Saraya Al Ashtar, one prison officer was killed, ten convicted terrorists were freed
[some were apprehended in the subsequent days, most were interdicted en route — by sea — to
Iran].

2. 29  January—assailants  killed  an  off  duty  police  officer  in  Bilad  Al  Qadeem.  This  was  a
targeted assassination that required operational intelligence, provided by Hezbollah (which is
the delegated authority for the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corp (IRGC) operating in Bahrain.

3. 05 February—a suspected Saraya Al Ashtar IED exploded in central Manama, destroying both
public and private property.

4. 26 February—bombing of a police vehicle in the town of Jau, wounding four officers.

5. 19 June—bombing attack against police in the village of Diraz, killing one and wounding two
officers.

6. 02 October—terrorists from the Wa’ad Allah (Promise of God — an affiliate of the Saraya Al
Ashtar) attacked a Ministry of Interior checkpoint, injuring five officers.

7. 27 October—an improvised explosive device (IED) was detonated beside a police bus, killing
one and wounding eight officers.

8. 10 November—Saraya Al Ashtar exploded an IED against an oil pipeline in the village of Buri.

Bahrain’s leaders have a responsibility to provide safety and security to the country’s citizens. As 

threats are heightened so is public spending on security even if this means increasing public debt—a 

point explored throughout this work.

It is also worth noting that the security of Bahrain is not only a question of national importance; it is 

also reflected in the security policies of some of the world’s most important security providers, 

 For an analysis of Iranian regional and international behaviour before and after the Joint Comprehensive Plan of 2

Action (JCPOA, re: nuclear deal) see: Eliot Cohen, Eric Edelman and Ray Takeyh (2016), ‘Time to Get Tough on 
Tehran,’ Foreign Affairs, no. 95.  
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particularly the United States (US) and the United Kingdom (UK). While the US continues to 

prioritise Bahrain for containing Iran and stations its 5th Fleet in Al Juffair, London signed an 

agreement, in December 2015, with Manama, for enhancements to onshore facilities at the Bahrain 

military’s Mina Salman Port. The new facilities provide the Royal Navy with a forward operating 

base and place to plan, store equipment for naval operations and accommodate Royal Navy 

personnel. Incidentally, the announcement led to violent protests in Sitra — a city that, together 

with Diraz, Iranian recruiters have been most engaged in — calling for the expulsion of the British 

Ambassador and Iran inspired activists claimed the granting of the base by the Bahraini government 

was a reward for the UK government’s allegedly muted criticism of Bahrain’s policies of enforcing 

civil peace.

Despite that Bahrain is facing an existential, external threat — due to its geo-strategic location and 

Iran’s strategy of subduing Bahrain to project power into Saudi Arabia — the country remains on 

the receiving end of a loud chorus of international condemnations. It is accused of a variety of 

things ranging from human rights violations, the alleged torture of political prisoners, encouraging 

sectarianism and enticing the UK back to the Arabian Gulf shores to retard domestic political 

reform. For even the casual visitor to Bahrain, such accusations are unfounded and suggest 

deliberate disinformation. The words typically used to describe Bahrain simply do not match the 

realities of the country. Instead of being a chronically abusive state, Bahrain is politically and 

economically open. Tolerance is not only political doctrine, it forms the bedrock of Bahraini 

society.  The Shia and Sunni Muslim communities have a long history of intermarriage and share 3

everything from the highest governmental positions to schools and public spaces, while Christians, 

Jews, Hindus, etc., are free to set up their own houses of prayer and participate in the religious life 

of their community without fear or danger—just as they fully participate in Bahrain’s national life. 

And then there are the country’s women, who are empowered in Bahrain’s social,  political and 

economic life.  Women do not play such a prominent role in other countries in the Middle East, in 4

much  of  developing  world  and  even  in  parts  of  Europe.  For  example,  according  to  Bahrain 

 For a good overview of the multicultural, interfaith identity of Bahrain see: ‘Manama: City of Trade, Multiculturalism 3

and Religious Coexistence,’ United Nations Economic and Social Council at: <https://whc.unesco.org/en/tentativelists/
6354/>. See also: Abdulla Bin Ahmed Al Khalifa (2017), ‘Generating Strength Through Unity: The Example of 
Bahrain,’ Strade Magazine, available at: <https://www.stradeonline.it/monografica/3208-generating-strength-through-
unity-the-example-of-bahrain>. 

 For a reading into women’s rights under Bahrain’s new family law see: Cinzia Bianco (2017), ‘Towards Gender 4

Equality: Understanding Bahrain Unified Family Law,’ Euro-Gulf Information Centre, available at: <https://
docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/12afd7_b6279723dcf54cc686fa0c8f50440105.pdf>.
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Economic Development Bank data, the participation of females in Bahrain’s labour force will reach 

some 45.5 per cent by 2020 (re: next year). At the same time, the Gender Wage Gap stands at 12.6 

per cent, considerably lower than the EU average of 16.8 per cent.5

Bahrain has also taken huge strides in liberalising its national economy while continuing to 

subsidise an assortment of essentials: energy supplies, food, water, housing, education, healthcare 

(etc), without levying heavy taxes and only recently introducing a VAT of 5 per cent. To do so, 

Bahrain created strategic market niches and has successfully pushed into the aluminium, refined 

hydrocarbon, textile and, most importantly, the financial markets including becoming an 

international leader of FinTech. However, the rapidly rising security costs, coupled with the sharp 

decline in oil prices (post-2014) strained Bahrain’s public finances and led the country to implement 

a number of fiscal consolidation measures. Despite the subsequent recovery of energy prices, the 

overall fiscal deficit is still estimated to be around 14 per cent of GDP in 2018 with public debt at 89 

per cent of GDP—a large part of this figure is based on Bahrain’s security bills.

The IMF predicted that Bahrain’s GDP will grow by 3.2 per cent in 2018 on the back of recovering 

oil production and the largest hydrocarbon find in Bahrain since 1932, a continuation of GCC 

investment projects and increased aluminium capacity with sustained structural reforms. These 

remained key to supporting growth and diversification and proved to be accurate.6 But for each step 

towards national prosperity, attacks against Bahrain’s national economy and society are amplified. 

Terrorism has become an all-too-common feature of Bahrain’s political life and, sadly, many in the 

international press support those responsible for such violence instead of those combatting it. The 

result is a double dilemma: respond to violence and risk international condemnation and with it 

capital retreat. If Bahrain does not respond its risks escalation and capital retreat. In either case, 

Bahrain is under attack and the frontline is its national economy. 

This is also reflected in the leaps of public debt incurred by Bahrain over the past decade. While this 

work will address some of the specific costs of terrorism to Bahrain, it is important to first address a 

 Mitchell Belfer (2018), ‘Se dal Bahrain può venire un esempio di parità salariale. Anche per l’Europa,’ Formiche, 5

available at: <https://formiche.net/2018/11/baharin-parita-salario/>.

 ‘Bahrain: Year in Review, 2018,’ Oxford Business Group, available at: <https://oxfordbusinessgroup.com/news/6

bahrain-year-review-2018>. 
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main argument deployed — often from the Iran-backed, Al Wefaq — to publicly undermine the 

country’s leadership: that corruption is responsible for national debt and mismanagement for 

economic disparities. This line of argumentation is patently false. Instead, there is a clear 

relationship between the phases of terrorism and of debt in Bahrain. So, prior to evaluating the 

specific costs of terrorism for Bahrain, this work traces the debt-terrorism nexus. 

Phases of Debt and Terrorism

There are three, clear phases in the debt-terrorism nexus. The first, ‘Stability Phase,’ is in relation to 

the 2000-2008 period in which Bahrain did not experience any serious violence. There are several 

internal and regional reasons for this (as described in the subsection on Security Expenditure 

below). During this period Bahrain’s debt was constant and the national economy in a state of 

sustained stability. 

The ‘stability phase’ began to be eroded in 2009 as terrorism recommenced and violence was again 

being espoused by religious leaders in Iran. Termed here as the ‘Terrorism Inception Phase,’ it is 

worth noting that 2009 marks the weaponisation of the narrative that Bahrain is the 14th province of 

Iran and it is not a coincidence that within weeks of Ayatollah Ali Khamenei’s advisor, Ali Akbar 

Nategh-Nouri, declaring so violence and terrorism followed. Hezbollah cells, imbedded in Bahrain, 

began their campaign. Bahrain’s security authorities were not prepared for renewed terrorist 

violence and were forced to allocate more resources to their security institutions. However, the 

required resources exceeded Bahrain’s capabilities (at the time) forcing the fiscal authorities to ask 

the government for parliamentary permission to increase Bahrain’s borrowing ceiling in order to 

increase the national defence budget—which it did, after much debate. This unprecedented 

alteration of Bahrain’s fiscal policy generated a major shift in its borrowing and hence the debt level 

rose. This, second phase lasted for two years: 2009 and 2010, during which the size of national debt 

increased from BD 705 million between 31 December 2008 to BD 2.441 billion by the end of 2010.  

This registers an increase of 246.2 per cent within two years, reflecting the level of resources 

Bahrain was forced to allocate in order to defend itself. 

The third and most dangerous phase in the modern history of Bahrain commenced with the so-

called ‘Arab Spring’ in 2011.  The violence that unfolded on the streets of Bahrain exponentially 

increased day-to-day, proliferating throughout the country to nearly all the cities and towns, and 
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even to important economic areas. In fact, violent groups even occupied the entrance to the 

Financial Harbour.  This period of heightened violence is referred to as the ‘Terrorism Escalation 

Phase’ during which Bahrain was forced to significantly increase its expenditures on police forces 

and the national guard. This pushed the public debt into new and a higher equilibrium level as seen 

in Figure 1 below. Since then, the annual growth rate in public debt has increased to reach 30.2 per 

cent per annum for the period 2011-2017. This is an extremely high growth rate imposed on 

Bahrain. Figure 2 clearly indicates the three phases, graphically reflected, to show how public 

spending on security increased from the stability phase, to the terrorism inception phase and 

continuing (until the present) through the terrorism escalation phase.

Figure 1
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Figure 2 

The evidence provided above demonstrates the clear relationship between acts of terrorism and 

increased  public  spending  and  the  resultant  public  debt.  This  work  now  turns  to  providing  a 

theoretical and empirical investigation into the specific costs of terrorism and political violence to 

Bahrain.

The Costs of Terrorism in Bahrain

Many scholars have identified a relationship between political instability and negative impacts on 

economic prosperity. While there have been a number of studies into the economic cost of war, 

evidence linking economic outcomes to political instability and unrest, which take a form less than 

war (re: terrorism) is scarce. Exploring the impact of conflict depends on understanding of how 

economies would have evolved in the absence of it, but as conflict takes many forms there is no 
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single data source available to answer this question. The discipline is in its infancy largely because 

of this data problem, but a number of interesting approaches to the question have been made. 

Nisreen Salti, for example, looking at the conflict in Lebanon, ‘closely inspected available data in 

the hope of identifying sectors, nodes, and markets that are especially sensitive to political shocks, 

as well as political events and development that seem to have the most economic impact.’7 Salti 

discovered that, even though some systematic analyses of indicators demonstrated an apparent 

immunity of individual sectors, nevertheless daily variations in political confidence hid a significant 

cost to the economy. It was estimated that political instability between 2005 and 2008 cost Lebanon 

5 per cent of GDP per capita.8 Another study, by Pascaline Dupas and Jonathan  Robinson, 

examined — in some depth — the less-than-obvious data to find a significant economic cost of 

political instability in Kenya as a result of the 2007 presidential election.9 While these works, and 

others like them, form the beginning of a new body of literature, there remains much to do. This 

work contributes to this growing literature by examining the data from three identifiable areas to 

estimate the economic cost of political instability namely: 1. security, 2. tourism and 3. foreign 

direct investment.

Security Expenditure 

Bahrain’s swelling national security budget, the sunken costs of force training and equipment, stand 

in testament to the levels of threat faced by the country as it attempts to combat terrorism and stifle 

external uncertainty. It is a widely held belief that political instability has a negative impact on 

economic prosperity motivated violence and limit (if not fully prevent) further Iranian instigation of 

its domestic situation. 

Data provide by the Stockholm International Peace Research Institution (SIPRI), confirms the 

earlier claim (re: phases 1 and 2 above) that Bahrain’s military spending increases as the dangers of 

internal political combustion and Iranian intervention rise, and stabilises as the threat subsides. In 

 Nisreen Salti (2013), ‘The Economic Cost of Political Instability,’ Lebanese Center for Policy Studies, Policy Paper, 7

available at: <https://www.lcps-lebanon.org/publications/1368539116-the_economic_cost.pdf>.

 Ibid, p. 2.8

 Pascaline Dupas and Jonathan Robinson (2012), ‘The (Hidden) Costs of Political Instability: Evidence from Kenya’s 9

2007 Election Crisis,’ Journal of Development Economics, 99, pp. 314-329.
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2000 and 2001, for instance, fresh on the heels of the accession of King Hamad Bin Isa Al Khalifa, 

Bahrain’s security spending averaged just above $500 million in 2016 prices. The intifada of the 

1990’s was over, national unity was on the rise, reforms under way, the country’s first parliamentary 

elections undertaken and Iran — Bahrain’s main rival – was internationally isolated, in-check and 

constrained. From 2003 until 2010, however, there has been a slight, but steady increase in 

Bahrain’s security spending before it levelled off at around $960 billion (US) in constant 2016 

prices in 2009-2010. The rise was due to the region’s and Bahrain’s internal situation intensifying 

owing to the US-led invasion of Iraq, the failed (later restarted) nuclear talks with Iran and further 

developments in Iranian power (regular and asymmetrical) capabilities. 

The manifestation of Iranian influence on pockets of Shia youth on Bahrain’s streets in 2011 and the 

lingering aftermath of unrest up to the elections of 2014 produced a rapid rise in military spending. 

Spending in real terms increased by 61 per cent to $1,544 million (US) between 2010 and 2014. So, 

from $500 million (US) in 2001, to just over a decade later Bahrain’s national security bills 

surpassed the $1 billion (US) mark (2014) and had effectively tripled. Total spending in constant 

prices eased back modestly from 2015 to 2017, more because fiscal pressures than from a reduction 

in the threats from Iran. Spending per capita in current prices soared from $958 million (US) in 

2010 peaking at $1,505 million (US) in 2016. This is illustrated in figure 3. 

Figure 3 Data available at http://visuals.sipri.org 
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Even at the lower figure of $1.397 million (US) in 2017, Bahrain is overspending on its national 

security; it deploys resources that could and should be used for national growth and development 

projects, but is forced into prioritising security by the violence brought to its streets by external 

actors. Like any country, Bahrain’s citizens demand to feel safe and secure. There are two ways to 

generate such security: 1. a tough, but cheap way (live ammunition), and 2. a softer, more expensive 

way (non-lethal crowd control). Bahrain has clearly chosen the latter and attempts to limit, if not 

fully avoid, causalities. It purchases special equipment, intensely trains officers and deploys an 

assortment of non-lethal techniques from water cannons and tear gas to birdshot (in cases of 

extreme violence against police officers) all for the sake of developing a crowd control strategy that 

prevents deaths. Mistakes have, of course, been made and people have died as a result of the cat-

and-mouse violence that has come to define national politics, but these deaths are unintentional and 

not the result of a deliberate policy. 

Yet, while Bahrain spends the national coffers to prevent death, members of the main terrorist 

groups Saraya Al Ashtar, Hezbollah and the Youth of 14 February are busy expending their energies 

encouraging violence. These groups have deliberately targeted people — police, members of the 

public and even members of the Shia sect that disagree with their platforms — and national 

infrastructure to increase the country’s economic burdens through acts of vandalism and 

destruction, in the hope of sparking a torrent of capital flows out of the country. 

Tourism

Political unrest frightens away tourists, which impacts negatively on a country’s economy. Travel 

and tourism is an important economic activity in many countries around the world. The direct 

contribution of travel and tourism to GDP reflects the ‘internal’ spending on travel and tourism 

(total spending within a particular country on travel and tourism by residents and non-residents for 

business and leisure purposes) as well as government ‘individual’ spending—spending by 

government on travel and tourism services directly linked to visitors, such as cultural (museums) or 

recreational (national parks). The direct contribution of travel and tourism to GDP is calculated to 

be consistent with the output, as expressed in national accounting, of tourism-characteristic sectors: 

hotels, airlines, airports, travel agents, and leisure and recreation services dealing directly with 
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tourists. The direct contribution of travel and tourism to GDP is calculated from total internal 

spending by ‘netting out’ the purchases made by the different tourism industries from other sectors. 

This measure is consistent with the definition of tourism GDP, specified by the United Nations. 

In Bahrain, the available data shows the negative impact of the events of the terrorism escalation 

phase, re: post-2011, on the direct income generated by travel and tourism. This is illustrated in 

figure 4, which graphs real income generated in the sector in millions of Bahraini dinars valued in 

constant 2017 prices and in the annual number of visitors using World Travel and Tourism Council 

(WTTC) and World Bank data. To put this into a historical perspective, the number of visitors to 

Bahrain rose strongly from 5.7 million in 2004 to nearly 12 million by 2010 and generated some 

BHD 680 million that year. 

Figure 4 Data available at data.worldbank.org 

The terrorism escalation phase dramatically impacted the number of visitors to Bahrain, which fell 

by 44 per cent to 6.7 million in 2011. The number of visitors recovered slowly in subsequent years, 

but in 2016 — the latest year that data is available — at 10.2 million, was still well below the 2010 

peak. The real income generated from tourism also fell sharply by 26 per cent in 2011 and again by 

3 per cent in 2012. The subsequent recovery saw an estimated output of BHD 555 million generated 

in 2017, just above the sector’s income in 2008. The World Travel and Tourism Council data also 

show that the rise in the importance of the sector in the economy was reversed in 2011 and from 
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then there has been a very slow recovery. The direct contribution of the sector to GDP in 2010 was 

just over 6 per cent and around 4.1 per cent in 2018. 

The direct contribution of Tourism and Travel in 2014 is only two thirds of its economic importance 

in the economy in 2004. The total contribution of travel and tourism also includes ‘wider 

impacts’ (i.e. the indirect and induced impacts) on the economy. The ‘indirect’ contribution includes 

the multiplier effects on GDP and consumer spending from jobs supported by travel and tourism 

and from investment spending; an important aspect of both current and future activity that includes 

investment activity such as the purchase of new aircraft and construction of new hotels. 

Data provided in WTCC (2014) indicate that the indirect impact of the violence on the welfare of 

Bahrain was also severe. The number of people employed in the sector was around 32,000 in 2010 

and this level has shrunk to 21,000 by 2012 and has only recovered to an estimated 25,000 in 2018. 

Capital investment in tourism and transportation, at an estimated value of BHD 250 million in 2010, 

fell by nearly 40 per cent in real terms in 2011 compared with the year before and has continued to 

decline. In 2019, it is estimated to be still less than 50 per cent of its level in 2010 measured in 2017 

constant prices. 

Foreign Direct Investment

Since 2011, a handful of international companies decided to relocate outside of Bahrain, notably 

BNP Paribas. Initially, Bahrain experienced some problems in attracting new investments, though 

this is difficult to assess since the impact on foreign direct investment (FDI) is difficult to estimate 

—available data does not indicate cancelled arrangements or other factors. Furthermore, unlike 

portfolio investments, FDI is based on long-term planning and is considerably less affected by 

events. In Bahrain, FDI — as a proportion of GDP — actually rose from 0.6 per cent in 2010 to 

11.5 per cent in 2014, before falling in the subsequent years. Evidence shows that FDI into Bahrain 

has fluctuated considerably in recent years so the picture is more nuanced and requires further 

investigation. Furthermore, Bahrain has received support from its neighbours (notably Kuwait, 

UAE and Saudi Arabia) to invest in the island’s infrastructure, support jobs and assist in ensuring 

fiscal stability. While the actual number of companies headquartered in Bahrain rose from 401 (in 

2012) to 414 (2014) the pace certainly slowed against the backdrop of a dip in investor confidence 

generated by the simmering violence. 
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Finally, of course, there is the Formula 1 race. Cancelled in 2011 amid political violence, Bahrain 

was denied well over $70 million (US) and an incalculable amount in goodwill and reputation as 

the F1 circuit was hit with a $100 million (US) loss. While the subsequent races were sweeping 

successes, it is important to remember that a collection of terrorist activities in the country, coupled 

with damning reportage internationally sought (and continues to seek) to prevent the race from 

happening, it is only a matter of time before they are again able to do so again.

Conclusion

This work sought to demonstrate the relationship between political violence (re: terrorism) and the 

erosion of the national economy in Bahrain. Tracing three identifiable phases, this work deployed 

an assortment of indicators and data in support of the main theory that public debt is being incurred 

in Bahrain due to its massive overspending on security. This heightened security spending is largely 

due to the shocks — initiated in phase 1 (terrorism inception phase) and matured in phase 2 

(terrorism escalation phase) — experienced by Bahrain as Iranian-backed groups began a wave of 

terrorist operations that aimed at killing security personnel while undermining the county’s 

leadership via deliberate attacks on the national economy. Instead of the main, public, narratives 

that hold Bahrain’s leaders responsible for increased national debt based on false claims of 

corruption and mismanagement, it is clear that the levels of debt rise in conjunction with levels of 

threat. This is clearly evidenced by the data provided on Bahrain’s GDP and levels of public debt 

and its security spending as provided by SIPRI. This work also presented evidence indicating 

deliberate violence to frighten both investors and tourists.

Bahrain is locked in an existential struggle with its imposing neighbour—the Islamic Republic of 

Iran. While this work omits a wider discussion about the aims and ambitions of Iran (due to spacial 

constraints), it does suggest that Tehran is deploying a strategy to undermine economic stability in 

order to undermine socio-political stability in Bahrain and make good on its 2009 promise to 

‘reclaim Bahrain as its 14th province.’ Bahrain’s leaders are well aware of Iranian interference and 

its spending is an occupational hazard to preserve its national cohesion and provide safety and 

security to its people. 
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